Week 09 Learning journals - 2014
Page:"Growth is Granular" (MGMT300)
Page:"Long, Sometimes Arduous Journey" (MGMT300)
Page:#1 in India - our CEO is invaluable (MGMT300)
Page:'teamwork' not 'individual work' (MGMT300)
Page:A Fine Line (MGMT300)
Page:A First For Our Team (MGMT300)
Page:Analyse This (MGMT300)
Page:Analytical Gambling (MGMT300)
Page:Analytics is key (MGMT300)
Page:Better late than never. (MGMT300)
Page:Big changes (MGMT300)
Page:Blessing in disguise (MGMT300)
Page:Blinded by Cockiness (MGMT300)
Page:Busy Doin' Nothin' (MGMT300)
Page:Celebrating success (MGMT300)
Page:Change of perspective (MGMT300)
Page:Changing me (MGMT300)
Page:Commitments (MGMT300)
Page:Common goals (MGMT300)
Page:Competition- it's always there, get used to it. (MGMT300)
Page:Control from the centre (MGMT300)
Page:Depth without breadth (MGMT300)
Page:Difference makes things interesting (MGMT300)
Page:Dodging the Storm (MGMT300)
Page:Don't be hasty (MGMT300)
Page:Don't rock the boat (MGMT300)
Page:Exploring the microsegments (MGMT300)
Page:Financial rollercoaster (MGMT300)
Page:Finding Methods in the Madness (MGMT300)
Page:Finding Opportunities (MGMT300)
Page:Finding time (MGMT300)
Page:Fine Lines (MGMT300)
Page:Fine-Tuning (MGMT300)
Page:Flying With Strategy (MGMT300)
Page:From downturn to stability to upturn? (MGMT300)
Page:from strength to survival (MGMT300)
Page:Fuzziness around each corner (MGMT300)
Page:Getting some new parents (MGMT300)
Page:Going downhill on a bike. (MGMT300)
Page:Good Team Collaboration but poor performance.....WHY?? (MGMT300)
Page:Gossip Girl Here (MGMT300)
Page:Granular approach & constant learning curve (MGMT300)
Page:How to fix and grow? (MGMT300)
Page:Importance of Analytics and the Focus of Finer Details: A Parallel of Daudelin’s learning from Reflection. (MGMT300)
Page:Is there a way out from this hole? (MGMT300)

Page:Leaders and followers 2.0 (MGMT300)
Page:Learning Journal - Week 9 - Good Strategy missing (MGMT300)
Page:Less Could Be More (MGMT300)
Page:Let's Get Granular (MGMT300)
Page:Look forward how far we can go (MGMT300)
Page:Looking closer, coming off better (MGMT300)
Page:Lost sight of our strategy, almost. (MGMT300)
Page:Nerves. (MGMT300)
Page:No motivation (MGMT300)
Page:only a few rollovers left (MGMT300)
Page:Our navels (MGMT300)
Page:Our strategy is flying blind (MGMT300)
Page:Over-Confidence and Under-analysing. (MGMT300)
Page:Power of analytics: Useful, but applicable? (MGMT300)
Page:Readings can help change for the better (MGMT300)
Page:Real Business (MGMT300)
Page:Realizing the value in analytics (MGMT300)
Page:Same mistakes, different week (MGMT300)
Page:Shifting markets see towers of cards fall (MGMT300)
Page:Short-term Survival Mode Activated (MGMT300)
Page:Sifting the grain for the answers (MGMT300)
Page:Sometimes you win. Sometimes you learn. (MGMT300)
Page:Spreadsheets & Analytics (MGMT300)
Page:Successful Team-work to Prevail (MGMT300)
Page:Takeover Tactics (MGMT300)
Page:Taking a Closer Look (MGMT300)
Page:The 'Why?' (MGMT300)
Page:The fine tuning stage (MGMT300)
Page:The finish line is in sight. (MGMT300)
Page:The importance of team dynamics and a long term strategy (MGMT300)
Page:the inequity between efforts and outcomes (MGMT300)
Page:The long term game (MGMT300)
Page:The Mist on the Glass (MGMT300)
Page:The Power of Analysing (MGMT300)
Page:Too far gone (MGMT300)
Page:Two Wrong Don’t Make a Right (MGMT300)
Page:Ups and Downs (MGMT300)
Page:Wake Up Call (MGMT300)
Page:We cannot pretend to be a professional in all departments (MGMT300)
Page:We should have seen that coming. (MGMT300)
Page:What are the hopes for our firm? (MGMT300)
Page:When things don't go the way that we want them to (MGMT300)
Page:Where Is Our Strategy Taking Us? (MGMT300)
Page:Where We Took a Wrong Turn (MGMT300)
Page:Will These Turn of Events Help Us Grow? (MGMT300)
Page:Wishing to leave the best last .... (MGMT300)
Page:Yes or No? (MGMT300)
The long term game

Importance of Analytics and the Focus of Finer Details: A Parallel of Daudelin’s learning from Reflection.
"Growth is Granular"
A First For Our Team
Finding Methods in the Madness
Blessing in disguise
Does Flying Blind Epitomise our Group?
only a few rollovers left
Changing me
Commitments
Short-term Survival Mode Activated
Exploring the microsegments
"Long, Sometimes Arduous Journey"
Spreadsheets & Analytics
Competition- it's always there, get used to it.
Better late than never.
Will These Turn of Events Help Us Grow?
The importance of team dynamics and a long term strategy
Fine-Tuning
Readings can help change for the better
Good Team Collaboration but poor performance.....WHY??
Dodging the Storm
Power of analytics: Useful, but applicable?
Control from the centre
The Power of Analysing
Sometimes you win. Sometimes you learn.
Two Wrong Don’t Make a Right
Slip-sliding away.
Celebrating success
Busy Doin' Nothin'
Less Could Be More
Over-Confidence and Under-analysing.
Breadth, not just depth would seem to be the key.
Lost sight of our strategy, almost.
Analyse This
The definition of insanity
Big changes
Wake Up Call
Shifting markets see towers of cards fall
Getting some new parents
We should have seen that coming.
'teamwork' not 'individual work'
Too far gone
Financial rollercoaster
Look forward how far we can go
Fuzziness around each corner
Realizing the value in analytics
Our strategy is flying blind
Sifting the grain for the answers
Analytical Gambling
Change of perspective
Don't rock the boat
Common goals
from strength to survival
The fine tuning stage
#1 in India - our CEO is invaluable
the inequity between efforts and outcomes
Finding Opportunities
What are the hopes for our firm?
Blinded by Cockiness
Fine Lines
Yes or No?
Don't be hasty
Seriously...
Ups and Downs
When things don't go the way that we want them to
Depth without breadth
Is there a way out from this hole?
Let's Get Granular
Looking closer, coming off better
A Fine Line
Takeover Tactics
The Mist on the Glass
Failure Brought Us Back Together
What now, world?
Difference makes things interesting

Taking a Closer Look
We cannot pretend to be a professional in all departments
Granular approach & constant learning curve
Leaders and followers 2.0
Our navels
From downturn to stability to upturn?
Nerves.
Growing our third leg
Analytics is key
Real Business
Gossip Girl Here
Going downhill on a bike.

